The strength of the orienting response (OR) to a light and its associability was studied in three experiments. In Experiment 1, three groups of rats received serial conditioning in which the light served as the first element of a serial compound. For Group Diff the light was followed by a conditioned stimulus (CS) of 10-s duration on some trials and by a different CS of 30-s duration on others. For the other groups, the light was also followed by different stimuli, but these had equivalent durations. This procedure resulted in a stronger OR toward the light in Group Diff than in either of the other groups. In Experiments 2 and 3 the OR was stronger to a light that was followed by a 10-s CS on some trials and by a 30-s CS on others than to one that was followed by different CSs that were both randomly either 10 s or 30 s. Following this training, both excitatory and inhibitory conditioning with the light was faster in those groups for which the light elicited a strong rather than a weak OR. These results are most readily explained by the proposal that the strength of the OR toward a CS is determined by the accuracy with which the value of its immediate consequences can be predicted and that this OR can be used as an index of the associability of the CS.
When animals encounter a novel stimulus that has little biological significance, they may approach and investigate it. This response was first reported by Pavlov (1927) , who referred to it as an investigatory reflex, and it is now more generally known as the orienting response (OR; Sokolov 1963) . There is abundant evidence that the strength of the OR to a stimulus declines with repeated exposure to the stimulus by itself. During the course of Pavlovian conditioning, however, the magnitude of this response appears to be determined in a more complex manner. For instance, Kaye and Pearce (1984;  see also Collins & Pearce, 1985; Pearce, Kaye, & Hall, 1982) have proposed that the strength of the OR is inversely related to the predictive accuracy of the conditioned stimulus (CS) to which it is directed. If the event, or more precisely the reinforcing value of the event, that follows the CS cannot be accurately predicted during that CS, then the CS will elicit a strong OR. On the other hand, when the value of the event that follows the CS can be reliably anticipated, the CS will elicit a weak OR. In support of this proposal, Kaye and Pearce (1984) have recorded a strong OR at the outset of both conditioning and extinction, as well as when the CS and the unconditioned stimulus (US) are paired on a random partial reinforcement schedule. In these circumstances the CS can be said to have poor predictive accuracy. Conversely, a weak OR has been found when the CS has good predictive accuracy, for instance when it is consistently paired with a US.
The aim of the present article is twofold. In the first experiment we explore further the possibility that the predicThis research was supported by a grant from the United Kingdom Science and Engineering Research Council.
Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to John M. Pearce, Department of Psychology, University College, P. O. Box 78, Cardiff, CF1 1XL, Great Britain. tive accuracy of a CS is related to the strength of the OR it elicits. The remaining experiments are concerned with determining whether the OR towards a CS can be used as an index of its associability. Regarding this issue, a number of theorists maintain that the attention paid by subjects to a CS can vary and, in doing so, will influence the rate of conditioning. Thus, both Mackintosh (1975) and Pearce and Hall (1980) have argued that the more attention a CS receives, the more rapid will be conditioning. It is not implausible to suppose that the OR, as an investigatory response, is a behavioral manifestation of this attentional process, in which case subjects should learn more readily about a CS that elicits a strong rather than a weak OR.
Evidence to support this prediction comes from a study by Kaye and Pearce (1987) . In this study a group of rats was repeatedly exposed to a light. At first the OR to the light was considerable, with subjects either rearing in front of it or touching it whenever it was illuminated. But after several sessions of this exposure, the OR declined to a very low level. In a test stage of the experiment, when the light was used to signal the delivery of food, conditioning was found to progress more slowly for this group than for a group trained with a novel light, which elicited a much stronger OR. Further, hippocampal lesions prior to nonreinforced exposure to the light were found to attenuate both the decline in the OR it elicited and the loss of its associability.
These outcomes suggest that the OR reflects the associability of a neutral stimulus and, according to the argument outlined previously, this should also be true for stimuli that have already taken part in conditioning. In other words, once animals have been trained with a CS in one procedure, they should then learn more readily about that CS in a novel task if the CS elicits a strong rather than a weak OR.
One point that should be emphasized is that the analysis outlined above does not lead to the prediction that a stimulus which elicits a strong OR will ultimately possess greater associative strength than one which elicits a weak OR. The asymptote of conditioning is held to be determined solely by the properties of the US (see Pearce et al., 1982 , for a detailed discussion of this point). This analysis suggests only that the vigor of the OR toward a stimulus will reflect the rate at which changes in its associative strength can take place. This prediction is tested in Experiments 2 and 3.
Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment is to provide a novel test, with rats, of the proposal that the strength of the OR toward a CS is inversely related to its predictive accuracy. The majority of experiments that have supported this claim have involved training with partial reinforcement, and it is important to confirm that the relation is also true for other schedules. In this experiment, the predictive accuracy of a CS was manipulated within a continuous reinforcement schedule.
Three groups of rats received conditioning with each of the serial compounds: light-tone-food and light-clicker-food.
For Group Diff the durations of the auditory stimuli were different so that one was 10 s and the other was 30 s in duration. For the other groups, the tone and the clicker had the same durations. For Group Same-S both were consistently of short (S) duration (10 s), whereas for Group Same-L these stimuli were both consistently of long (L) duration (30 s). Kaye and Pearce (1984) have maintained that a stimulus will elicit a strong OR if it serves as an inaccurate predictor of the value of the event that follows it. For Group DifF it is likely that the onset of the auditory stimuli will have very different conditioned properties, because one signals the delivery of food in 10 s and the other its delivery in 30 s.
Consequently, during the light, subjects will be unable to predict which of two stimuli with different values as conditioned reinforcers will follow, and this should result in a strong OR toward the light. On the other hand, within each of Group Same-S and Group Samc-L, the tone and the clicker are of the same duration and will therefore have similar conditioned properties. After sufficient training it should be possible for these subjects to anticipate reliably the value of the reinforcer that follows the light, and the strength of the OR toward the light should be weaker for these groups than for Group Diff.
It is worth noting here that in all three groups the eventual occurrence of food can be well predicted during the light. It might be expected, then, that this CS should eventually elicit a weak OR in all groups. However, Collins and Pearce (1985) have argued that during serial conditioning the accuracy with which the immediate consequences of a CS can be predicted largely determines the strength of the OR it elicits.
Method Subjects
The subjects were 24 experimentally naive male Sprague-Dawley rats with a mean free-feeding weight of 372 g (range: 333-410 g). Before training they were gradually reduced to 80% of their freefeeding weights by food deprivation. They were maintained at this level by being given a restricted amount of food at the end of each experimental session. At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were randomly assigned in equal numbers to three groups.
Apparatus
Four identical Skinner boxes, 25 x 26 X 24 cm (Campden Instruments Ltd.), were used with the levers removed. The US on all trials was a single 45-mg food pellet (Campden Instruments Ltd.). This was delivered into a food magazine recess situated centrally along one side wall at floor level and covered by a clear, hinged Perspex flap. The light stimulus was provided by a 6-W bulb located 5 cm to the left of the food magazine and 10 cm above the grid floor. The auditory stimuli were a 4-kHz tone and a 10-Hz clicker delivered from a loudspeaker mounted in the rear wall of each Skinner box. The intensity of these stimuli was 76 dB re 20 ^N/m 2 . An exhaust fan provided background noise of 64 dB. The boxes were housed in chambers, which had their front flaps permanently down, and were arranged in a 2 X 2 matrix to permit simultaneous recording of all four by a single JVC video camera situated 2 m in front of them. This camera was connected to a JVC video recorder and a 24-in. TV monitor in an adjacent room. A microcomputer controlled both the programming of trials and the video equipment in such a way that behavior during every trial was recorded. The experimental room was dimly lit.
Procedure
Magazine training. All subjects received two sessions of magazine training, each lasting 50 min, in which food pellets were delivered individually on a 60-s variable time (VT) schedule. In the first session the magazine flaps were taped open, but in subsequent sessions subjects had to open the flaps to retrieve the pellets.
Pretraining. Subjects received 15 sessions of conditioning consisting of five presentations of a tone and five presentations of a clicker occurring at regular 4-min intervals. The offset of each of these stimuli was followed immediately by the delivery of a food pellet. These trials were randomly intermixed, with the constraint that no more than three of the same type could occur in succession. For Group Diff these auditory stimuli had different durations so that one was always 10s and the other was 30 s, counterbalanced across subjects. For the other groups, the tone had the same duration as the clicker, and this was 10 s for Group Same-S and 30 s for Group Same-L.
Prior to serial conditioning, all subjects received a single session of exposure to the light consisting of six 10-s presentations of this stimulus alone at regular 4-min intervals. The purpose of this stage was to ensure that orienting behavior to the light was similar in the three groups at the outset of serial conditioning.
Serial conditioning. There were 16 sessions of serial conditioning in which five presentations of the tone and five presentations of the clicker occurred with the same durations as in previous conditioning sessions, but each was preceded by illumination of the light for 10s. All trials terminated with food delivery and were presented at regular 4-min intervals in a random sequence, with the constraint that no more than three of the same type could occur in succession.
Throughout the experiment, behavior was recorded during all trials. Each rat was observed twice during every presentation of the light, once after 4 s and again 4 s later. The subjects were also observed at these intervals during successive 10-s periods of each presentation of the tone and the clicker. During the auditory stimuli, magazine activity was recorded. This was defined as making contact with the food magazine with either the snout or paws. During the light, two categories of response were recorded: magazine activity and light orientation. Light orientation was defined as either rearing in front of the light or contacting it with either the snout or paws. For each subject in each session, the total number of observations that revealed light orientation (during the light) and magazine activity was calculated separately for the light and for successive 10-s periods of the auditory stimuli. These totals were then expressed as a percentage of the total observations made in each of these periods.
Results
By the final session of pretraining with the tone and clicker, the mean percentage of observations that comprised magazine activity was high during the 10-s duration auditory stimulus in Group Diff (85%) and during the 10-s stimuli in Group Same-S (81.9%). This mean percentage was very low during the initial 10 s of the 30-s duration stimulus in Group Diff (30%) and the 30-s duration stimuli in Group Same-L (23.1%), while for the final 10 s of these stimuli it had increased to 70% in Group Diff and to 65.8% in Group Same-L. This pattern of responding continued throughout testing when, with the exception of a single tied score on Session 1, there was no overlap in the individual scores for the short duration CS and the initial 10 s of the long duration CS in Group Diff. Figure 1 shows, for all groups, the mean percentage of observations in the presence of the light that comprised light orientation (upper panel) and magazine activity (lower panel) for all sessions in which the light was presented.
Considering the light orientation data first, analysis of variance revealed that there was no difference among the groups on the single session of exposure to the light, F(2, 21) = 1.82, p > .25. On the first session of serial conditioning there was a similar, high level of light orientation in all groups. Thereafter, light orientation continued at a high level in Group Diff but declined to a relatively low level in Group Same-S and in Group Same-L. Analysis of variance of the individual scores for these 16 sessions revealed a significant effect of groups, F(2, 21) = 6.16, p < .01, and of sessions, F(15, 315) = 4.56, p < .01, but no interaction between these factors (F < 1). Subsequent multiple comparisons using the Newman-Keuls procedure showed that there was more light orientation in Group Diff than in either Group Same-S or in Group Same-L but that these two did not differ (ps set at .05).
There was no magazine activity during the light in the exposure session. This response increased in all groups as serial conditioning progressed. Analysis of variance for these data for the 16 sessions of serial conditioning revealed a significant effect of sessions, F(15, 315) = 2.52, p < .01, but no difference among the groups, F(2, 21) = 2.80, p > .05, and no Group x Session interaction (F < 1).
Discussion
A light that was followed in a serial compound by a short duration CS on some trials and by a long duration CS on others (Group Diff) elicited a strong OR throughout serial conditioning. In contrast, when the light was consistently followed by a short duration CS (Group Same-S) or by a long duration CS (Group Same-L), the strength of the OR it elicited declined over the course of serial conditioning. These results are quite consistent with the proposal by Kaye and Pearce (1984) that the predictive accuracy of a CS determines the strength of the OR it elicits.
Experiment 2
It was argued in the introduction to this article that the OR toward a CS might provide a behavioral index of its associability. According to this argument, animals should learn more readily about a CS if it elicits a strong rather than a weak OR. In order to test this prediction, the next experiment was conducted in two stages. The aim of the serial conditioning stage was to manipulate the predictive accuracy of a light so that it would elicit a stronger OR for one group of animals than for a second group. The test stage was intended to determine whether learning about the light in a new task would proceed more rapidly in the group for which it elicited a strong OR.
In the serial conditioning stage of training, both groups of rats received conditioning trials with two serial compounds composed of the sequences light-tone-food and light-clickerfood. The duration of the light was always 10 s, but the duration of the auditory stimuli differed between the groups. For Group Diff the duration of one auditory stimulus was 10 s while that of the other was 30 s. For Group Same the tone and the clicker shared the same temporal properties: On some trials their duration was 10 s, and on remaining trials it was 30s.
In the case of Group Diff, subjects will be unable to predict which of two stimuli with different values as conditioned reinforcers will follow the light, and this should result in a strong and persistent OR toward this CS. On the other hand, in Group Same the value of the conditioned reinforcer that follows the light can be reliably anticipated because both auditory stimuli share the same temporal relation with food. As a consequence, in this group the light should eventually elicit a weak OR.
Following this training, both groups received a test stage in which the light was paired directly with food. If a strong OR is a reflection of the high associability of the stimulus that elicits it, then appetitive conditioning in this stage should progress more rapidly for Group Diff than for Group Same.
The design of the serial conditioning stage provides an ideal opportunity for the subsequent assessment of the associability of the light. Because the temporal relation between the light and food is the same in both groups, the level of conditioning with this stimulus is likely to be similar at the end of serial conditioning. Consequently, if one group should condition more readily than the other during the test stage, it is likely that this will be due to differences in the associability rather than the associative strength of the light.
Method Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects were 16 experimentally naive male Sprague-Dawley rats with a mean free-feeding weight of 405 g (range: 387-433 g). They were randomly assigned in equal numbers to two groups. Deprivation conditions and apparatus were the same as for Experiment 1.
Procedure
Pretraining. All subjects received magazine training as described in Experiment 1. They then received 18 sessions of conditioning consisting of four presentations of the tone and four presentations of the clicker. The offset of each of these stimuli was followed immediately by the delivery of a food pellet. For half the subjects in Group Diff the tone was always of 10-s duration, and the clicker was always of 30-s duration; these durations were reversed for the remaining subjects. For Group Same the duration of the tone was 10 s on half of its presentations and 30 s on the other half. Similarly, the duration of the clicker was 10 s on half of its presentations and 30 s on the other half. Trials occurred at regular 4-min intervals and were randomly intermixed, with the constraint that no more than three of the same type could occur in succession.
Prior to serial conditioning, both groups received a single exposure session consisting of six nonreinforced, 10-s illuminations of the light presented at regular 4-min intervals.
Serial conditioning. All subjects received 18 sessions of serial conditioning during which there were four presentations of the tone and four presentations of the clicker, which occurred with the same temporal parameters as for the previous conditioning sessions, but each was preceded by illumination of the light for 10 s. All trials terminated with food delivery. Trials were presented in a random sequence at regular 4-min intervals, with the constraint that no more than three trials of the same type could occur in succession.
Testing. Both groups then received a test stage consisting of three sessions in which the light was illuminated for 10 s and followed directly by food delivery. In each session there were eight presentations of the light at regular 4-min intervals.
Procedural details, where omitted, and the method of observation were the same as for Experiment 1.
Results
In the final session of pretraining, subjects in Group Diff engaged in substantially more magazine activity during the 10-s auditory CS (M = 76.6%) than during the initial 10-s period of the 30-s auditory CS (M = 37.5%). By the final 10 s of the 30-s CS, magazine activity had increased so that it was recorded on 64.1 % of the observations made. Subjects in Group Same responded at an intermediate rate during the initial 10 s of the two variable duration auditory CSs (M = 59.4%) and during the final 10 s (M = 54.7%) on those trials in which the auditory CS lasted for 30 s. This pattern of responding was maintained throughout the serial conditioning stage during which, in Group Diff, there was no overlap in the individual scores for magazine activity during the shortduration CS and the initial 10 s of the long-duration CS. Figure 2 shows, for both groups, the mean percentage of observations in the presence of the light that comprised light orientation (upper panel) and magazine activity (lower panel) for the single session of exposure to the light and for the serial conditioning stage. Considering light orientation first, there was no difference between the groups on the session of exposure to the light, (F < 1). During serial conditioning, light orientation was maintained at a high level in Group Diff but declined to a relatively low level in Group Same. Analysis of variance of these data for the 18 sessions revealed a significant effect of group, F(l, 14) = 10.42, p < .01, and of sessions, ,F( 17, 238) = 2.99, /> < .001. The Group x Session interaction just failed to reach significance, F(17, 238) = 1.68, p > .05.
On the exposure session there was very little magazine activity during the light, and analysis of variance revealed no difference between the groups (F < 1). During serial conditioning, magazine activity increased slightly in both groups. Analysis of variance of these data for the 18 sessions revealed a significant effect of sessions, F( 17, 238) = 1.82, p < .05, but no difference between the groups and no Group x Session interaction (Fs < 1). Figure 3 shows the mean percentage of observations that comprised light orientation (upper panel) and magazine activity (lower panel) during the three sessions of appetitive conditioning with the light in the test stage. During this stage there was a decrease in light orientation in Group Diff but an increase in this response in Group Same. Analysis of variance for these three sessions revealed a significant Group X Session interaction, F(2, 28) = 6.15, p < .01, but the effect of group (F < 1) and the effect of sessions (F < 1) were not significant. Subsequent tests of simple main effects (Keppel, I973, p. 442) revealed no significant differences on any particular session (Fs< 1). Pairing the light directly with food in the test stage resulted in an increase in magazine activity during the light in both groups. Of more importance, however, was the finding that there was considerably more magazine activity in Group Diff than in Group Same throughout this stage. Analysis of variance for these three sessions revealed that the difference between the groups was significant, F(\, 14) = 32,89, p < .001. There was also an effect of sessions, F(2, 28) = 7.36, p < .01, but no interaction between these factors (F< 1).
Discussion
When a light was followed in a serial compound by stimuli that had different temporal relations with food (Group Diff), it consistently elicited a strong OR. On the other hand, the vigor of this response declined over the course of serial conditioning when the light was followed by stimuli that shared the same temporal relation with food (Group Same). These results support the proposal that the predictive accuracy of a CS is inversely related to the strength of the OR it elicits. In Group Diff the light had poor predictive accuracy because it was followed by stimuli that possessed different values as Pavlovian conditioned reinforcers (as indicated by the different levels of magazine activity they supported). In contrast, for Group Same the light would ultimately serve as an accurate predictor of its consequences because it was always followed by conditioned reinforcers of the same value.
In the test stage, Pavlovian appetitive conditioning progressed more rapidly with a stimulus that previously had poor predictive accuracy and elicited a strong OR than with one that previously had good predictive accuracy and elicited a weak OR. These results are consistent with the proposal that the strength of the OR provides a behavioral index of the associability of a stimulus.
A trivial explanation for these results should be considered briefly. Figure 3 shows that there was more magazine activity during the light in Group Diff than in Group Same even on the first session of appetitive conditioning with this CS. This may lead to the conclusion that this difference was due merely to a sampling error, so that animals in Group Diff were more likely to respond in this way than those in Group Same. It is evident from the results of the serial conditioning stage that this was not the case. At the end of that stage there was a very similar level of magazine activity during the light in the two groups. This suggests that the differences in magazine activity observed during testing developed, albeit very rapidly, because appetitive conditioning with the light was faster for Group Diff than for Group Same.
There is, however, an alternative explanation for these findings. Hitherto, we have assumed that the schedules employed in the serial conditioning stage resulted in the light's possessing equivalent associative strength in the two groups because its relation with the US was the same. This assumption is valid only if the second elements of the compounds had the same effectiveness as reinforcers for serial conditioning in both groups. It is conceivable, however, that the fixedduration auditory stimuli used in Group Diff were more effective reinforcers for serial conditioning with the light than were the variable-duration auditory stimuli used in Group Same. The light might then have acquired greater associative strength Group Diff than in Group Same and this, rather than differences in its associability, could have been responsible for the more rapid rate of appetitive conditioning with this stimulus in Group Diff during the test stage. This account is not supported by the finding that throughout serial conditioning, the light elicited similar levels of magazine activity in both groups. Nonetheless, it is feasible that the low levels of recorded magazine activity provide an insensitive measure of the associative strength of the light, so the purpose of the final experiment was to evaluate this explanation further.
Experiment 3
This experiment was conducted in two stages. During the serial conditioning stage, four groups of rats received trials with the sequences light-tone-food and light-clicker-food. For Group Diff-E and for Group Diff-I, one auditory CS was always of 10-s duration while the other was of 30-s duration. For Group Same-E and for Group Same-I the duration of both auditory CSs was randomly either 10 s or 30 s. All animals also received, intermixed among these trials, conditioning trials with a 10-s buzzer followed by food.
During the test stage, animals in Groups Same-E and Diff-E received excitatory (E) conditioning in which the light was paired directly with food. On the other hand, animals in Groups Same-I and Diff-I received training that was designed to establish the light as a conditioned inhibitor (I). This consisted of discrimination training in which reinforced presentations of the buzzer were intermixed among nonreinforced trials with the light and the buzzer presented simultaneously.
The predictions for the serial conditioning stage are the same as those for the equivalent stage of Experiment 2. The light should ultimately elicit a strong OR in Groups Diff-E and Diff-I and a weak OR in Groups Same-E and Same-I. If the strength of the OR reflects the associability of the CS that elicits it, then during the test stage, excitatory conditioning with the light should be faster in Group Diff-E than in Group Same-E. Further, animals in Group Diff-I should learn more readily than those in Group Same-I that the light signals the nonoccurrence of food otherwise predicted by the buzzer.
Alternatively, the serial conditioning schedules may result in the light's possessing greater associative strength in Groups Diff-E and Diff-I than in Groups Same-E and Same-I. If this is the case, then subsequent appetitive conditioning with the light should proceed more rapidly in Group Diff-E than in Group Same-E. In contrast, there is no reason to suppose that learning that the light signals the absence of food should be faster in Group Diff-I than in Group Same-I. If anything, it might be expected that discrimination learning should be disrupted in Group Diff-I if the light has relatively high associative strength in this group at the outset of the test stage.
Method Subjects and Apparatus
The subjects were 32 experimentally naive male Sprague-Dawley rats with a mean free-feeding weight of 354 g (range: 298-409 g). They were randomly assigned in equal numbers to four groups. The deprivation conditions were the same as for Experiment 1. The apparatus was the same as for Experiment 1, with the addition of a single loudspeaker resting on an aluminum tray located outside the Skinner boxes which could deliver a 76 dB, 2-kHz auditory stimulus pulsed at a rate of 2 Hz. This stimulus is referred to as a buzzer.
Procedure
Pretraining. All subjects received magazine training as described in Experiment 1. In each of the next 16 sessions they received 10 trials. On 4 of these a tone was presented, on 4 a clicker was presented, and on 2 a buzzer was presented. All trials terminated with food delivery and were presented at regular 4-min intervals in a random sequence, with the constraint that no more than 3 trials of the same type could occur in succession. The duration of the buzzer was always 10 s. For Groups DiiT-E and Diff-I, the tone and the clicker had different durations so that one was always 10 s and the other was always 30 s, counterbalanced across subjects. For Groups Same-E and Same-I these stimuli had the same temporal properties: Both were 10 s on half of their presentations and 30 s on remaining presentations.
Prior to serial conditioning, all subjects received a single session of exposure to the light consisting of six presentations of the light alone at regular 4-min intervals.
Serial conditioning. This stage consisted of 22 sessions. In each session all subjects received eight serial conditioning trials: four with the sequence light-tone-food and four with the sequence lightclicker-food. They also received two trials on which the buzzer was paired with food. The light was always illuminated for 10 s. The durations of the auditory stimuli corresponded to those in previous conditioning sessions. Trials occurred at regular 4-min intervals and were randomly intermixed, with the constraint that no more than three of the same type could occur in succession.
Testing. For Group Diff-E and Group Same-E this stage continued for four sessions. In each session, subjects in these groups received eight trials in which the light was illuminated for 10 s and followed by food delivery. For Group Diff-I and Group Same-I, testing continued for 10 sessions, and there were 10 trials in each session. On half of these trials, the buzzer was presented for 10 s and followed immediately by food. On the remaining trials, the light and buzzer were presented simultaneously for 10 s, and no food was available.
Trials were presented at regular 4-min intervals in a random sequence, with the constraint that no more than three of the same type could occur in succession.
Procedural details, where omitted, and the method of observation were the same as for Experiment 1, with the addition that magazine activity was recorded during the buzzer, and both this response and light orientation were recorded during the buzzer-light compound.
Results
Considering responding during the tone and the clicker first, on the final session of pretraining, subjects in Group Diff-E and Group Diff-I engaged in more magazine activity during the 10-s CS (Ms = 64.1% and 78.1%, respectively) than during the initial 10 s of the 30-s CS (Ms = 14.1% and 21.2%, respectively). The mean percentage of observations that comprised magazine activity during the final 10 s of the 30-s CS increased to 50.4% in Group Diff-E and to 54.8% in Group Diff-I. There was an intermediate amount of magazine activity during the initial 10 s of these stimuli in Group Same-E (M = 43.8%) and Group Same-I (M -49.2%). On trials where these stimuli were presented for 30 s, magazine activity during the final 10 s comprised 56.5% of the observations made in Group Same-E and 56.2% of those made in Group Same-I. During the serial conditioning stage, there was no change in these response patterns and no overlap in the individual scores for the 10-s CS and the initial 10 s of the 30-s CS either in Group Diff-E or in Group Diff-I.
The amount of magazine activity during the 10-s buzzer was very similar in all groups both during pretraining and during the serial conditioning stage. On the final session of serial conditioning, the mean percentages of observations that comprised magazine activity during the buzzer were 81.3%, Group Diff-E; 87.5%, Group Diff-I; 84.4%, Group Same-E; and 81.3%, Group Same-I. Analysis of variance for this session was conducted with the factors of the serial conditioning schedule (same or different) and the type of conditioning (excitatory or inhibitory) received in the test stage. This analysis revealed no significant effects of schedule or of conditioning and no interaction between these factors (Fs < 1).
The upper panel of Figure 4 shows, for all groups, the mean percentage of observations that comprised light orientation for the single session of exposure to the light and, in twosession blocks, for the serial conditioning stage. Light orientation was similar in all groups on the exposure session. Analysis of variance revealed that the effects of schedule, conditioning, and the Schedule x Conditioning interaction were not significant, (Fs < 1).
Over the course of serial conditioning, light orientation was maintained at a high level in Groups Diff-E and Diff-I but declined to a relatively low level in Groups Same-E and Same-I. Analysis of variance of these data was conducted with schedule (Same vs. Diff), conditioning (E vs. I), and twosession blocks as factors. Most important, this analysis revealed a significant Schedule x Block interaction, F(10, 280) = 13.04, p < .001. There was also a significant effect of schedule, f(l, 28) = 27.34, p < .001, and of blocks, F(10, 280) = 2.44, p < .05. The effect of conditioning was not significant, F[l, 28) = 1.26, p > .25. This factor did not Figure 4 . Mean percentage of observations that comprised light orientation (upper panel) and magazine activity (lower panel) for the four groups during the exposure (E) session and, in two-session blocks, the serial conditioning stage of Experiment 3; for serial conditioning the light was followed by stimuli of different durations (Groups Diff-E and Diff-I) or equivalent durations (Groups Same-E and Same-I).
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interact significantly with that of schedule (F< 1) or of blocks, F(10, 280) = 1.35, p > .10, nor was the Schedule x Conditioning X Block interaction significant (F< 1). The data were, therefore, combined for Groups Diff-E and Diff-I and compared with the combined data for Groups Same-E and Same-I. The analysis of simple main effects of the Schedule X Block interaction (Kirk, 1968, p. 289) showed that on Blocks 3-11 the schedule used for Groups Diff-E and Diff-I resulted in significantly more light orientation than the schedule used for Groups Same-E and Same-I, Fs(l, 308) > 8.09, ps<.01. The lower panel of Figure 4 shows, for all groups, the mean percentage of observations that comprised magazine activity during the light for the exposure session and for the serial conditioning stage. On the exposure session there was very little magazine activity, and at least 5 of the 8 subjects in each group did not respond at all in this way. Consequently, these data were not statistically analyzed. Throughout serial con-ditioning, the amount of magazine activity was fairly low. Analysis of variance of these data revealed that the effects of schedule, conditioning, and the Schedule x Conditioning interaction were not significant (Fs < I). The effect of blocks was also not significant, F(10, 280) = 1.37, p > .10, and neither were any of the interactions involving this factor (Fs <1). Figure 5 shows, for Group Diff-E and Group Same-E, the mean percentage of observations that comprised light orientation (upper panel) and magazine activity (lower panel) during the four sessions of excitatory conditioning with the light in the test stage. During this stage, light orientation increased in Group Same-E but decreased in Group DifT-E. Analysis of variance of individual scores revealed a significant Group X Session interaction, F(3, 42) = 4.79, p < .05, but no effect of group and no effect of sessions (Fs < 1). Subsequent analysis of simple main effects (Keppel, 1973, p. 442) did not reveal a significant difference on any particular session, Fs(l, 14) < 3.90, ps > .07. Magazine activity increased in both groups as appetitive conditioning with the light progressed DifT-E and Same-E during the excitatory (E) conditioning test stage of Experiment 3; prior to this stage serial conditioning had been conducted in which the light was followed by stimuli of different (Group Diff-E) or equivalent (Group Same-E) durations.
but was much higher in Group Diff-E than in Group Same-E. Analysis of variance of individual scores for the four sessions revealed a significant effect of group, P(l, 14) = 6.92, p < .05, as well as an effect of sessions, F(3, 42) = 10.22, p < .001, but no interaction between these factors (F< 1). Figure 6 shows, for Group Diff-I and Group Same-I, the results for the 10 sessions of discrimination training during the test stage. The upper panel shows the mean percentage of observations that comprised light orientation during the lightbuzzer compound. Initially, this response appeared to be stronger for Group Diff-I than for Group Same-I. From Session 5 onward, however, there was very little difference between the groups. Analysis of variance of individual scores for the 10 sessions showed that the Group x Session interaction was not significant, F(9, 126) = 1.40, p > . 10, and neither were the effects of group, F(\, 14)= 1.02, p> .25, or sessions, F(9, 126)= 1.21,/».25.
The lower panel of Figure 6 shows the mean percentage of observations that comprised magazine activity during the nonreinforced light-buzzer compound (solid lines) and during the reinforced buzzer (dotted lines). Group Diff-I engaged in more magazine activity during the buzzer than during the compound, and this difference increased as discrimination training progressed. For Group Same-I there appeared to be more magazine activity during the buzzer than during the compound at the outset of training, but this difference diminished and then reappeared toward the end of training. Analysis of variance of these data was conducted with group, stimulus (buzzer or compound), and sessions as factors. Most important, this analysis revealed a significant Group x Stimulus interaction F(\, 14) = 13.00, p < .001. There were also significant effects of stimulus, F(\, 14) = 38.42, p< .001, and sessions, F(9, 126) = 2.62, p < .01. The effect of group was not significant (F < 1), nor were any of the remaining interactions, Fs(9, 126) < 1.11, ps > .25. Analysis of the simple main effects of the Group x Stimulus interaction (Kirk, 1968, p. 303) showed that there was significantly more magazine activity during the buzzer than during the compound in Group Diff-I, F(l, 14) = 48.06, p < .001, but not in Group Same-I,/Xl, 14) = 3.00, p> .10.
Discussion
The results from the serial conditioning stage replicate the findings from the equivalent stage of Experiment 2. Animals oriented more toward a light that was followed by events of different value than to one that was followed by events of the same value. It has been argued that this finding supports the proposal that the strength of the OR toward a CS is inversely related to its predictive accuracy.
During the test stage, appetitive conditioning was more rapid in Group Diff-E, for which the light had served as an inaccurate predictor of its consequences, than in Group Same-E, for which light had been a reliable predictor of its consequences. This finding essentially replicates that of the test stage of Experiment 2. The novel finding here is that the discrimination between the reinforced buzzer and the nonreinforced light-buzzer compound appeared to be much better in Group Diff-I than in Group Same-I. In other words, learning that a light signaled the absence of food otherwise predicted by a buzzer was more successful if previously that light had served as an inaccurate, rather than a reliable, predictor of its consequences. These results are difficult to explain purely in terms of differences in the associative strength of the light at the outset of testing. If the light acquired greater associative strength when it was paired with CSs of different values rather than CSs of the same value, then it is not clear why animals in Group Diff-I should learn that the light signals the absence of food more readily than should those in Group Same-I. Conversely, the light may have gained weaker associative strength when it was followed by events of different, rather than the same, value. Under these circumstances it would be difficult to explain why appetitive conditioning with the light in the test stage should then be slower for Group Same-E than for Group Diff-E.
The results of the test stage are based on observations of two types of response: approach to the magazine and orientation toward the light. An alternative explanation for at least some of these findings can be developed by appealing to the inherent incompatibility of these responses. At the outset of discrimination training, the light elicited a stronger OR in Group Diff-I than in Group Same-I. The superior performance shown by Group Diff-I might then have been a result of this response disrupting magazine activity elicited by the buzzer on compound trials. However, in later sessions, the difference between the groups in the amount of orienting toward the light disappeared, but nevertheless, the discrimination was still much better in Group Diff-I than in Group Same-I. It is even more difficult to explain the results of the excitatory conditioning in this stage by appealing to this type of competing response account. In this part of the experiment, magazine activity during the light increased most rapidly in the group which, at least initially, showed the highest level of light orientation.
In contrast to the difficulties encountered by the above interpretations, our findings can be quite easily explained by an account which suggests, first, that the predictive accuracy of a CS determines the strength of the OR it elicits and, second, that this OR reflects the associability of that CS. According to this account, the light should elicit a strong OR and have high associability in Groups Diff-E and Diff-I, whereas it will elicit a weak OR and have low associability in Groups Same-E and Same-I. Consequently, animals in Group Diff-E and Group Diff-I should learn more easily about the light in the test stage, regardless of whether they are required to learn about a positive or a negative relation between the light and food.
General Discussion
There are two main findings from this series of experiments. The first is that a light followed in a serial compound by stimuli that have different temporal relations with food elicits a stronger OR than one followed by stimuli that share the same temporal relation with food. The second finding is that learning about the light in a novel task is faster if previously it had been followed by stimuli that had different, rather than equivalent, temporal relations with food. Throughout this article the first finding has been explained by the proposal that the strength of the OR toward a CS is inversely related to its predictive accuracy. The second finding has been interpreted by assuming that the OR can be used as a behavioral index of the associability of the CS to which it is directed.
Taken together, our findings show a close correspondence between the associability of a stimulus and the strength of the OR that it elicits (see also Kaye & Pearce, 1987) . We have suggested that this is so because these measures are both governed by the amount of attention that the stimulus is receiving. There are, however, a number of experiments that have revealed a dissociation between the strength of orientation toward a stimulus and its associability, and this implies that they are not controlled by the same central process. In one study, Hall and Channell (1985) repeatedly exposed rats to a light in one context and observed a decline in the strength of the OR. When they then presented the light alone in a different, but familiar, context, the OR it elicited remained weak, but subsequent conditioning with this stimulus was faster in this different context than in the original context. Although this outcome suggests that the change in context influenced associability and the OR in different ways, it is conceivable that this manipulation restored the OR after conditioning had commenced. Unfortunately, it is impossible to evaluate this proposal because Hall and Channell (1985) did not measure the OR during conditioning.
In another experiment, Hall and Schachtman (1987, Experiment 2) found that a retention interval of 16 days restored the OR to a previously exposed light, but this interval did not attenuate the latent inhibition that occurred as a result of this exposure. The recovery of the OR was, however, slight when compared with the OR elicited by a novel light. Moreover, the OR was measured only on the first day of conditioning, and there are grounds for believing that the recovery in this response might not have been sustained across many conditioning trials. Studies of habituation have shown that the imposition of a retention interval after repeated exposure to a stimulus can result in dishabituation of the habituated response. But in many cases this effect is short-lasting, with the original level of habituation being restored after only a few trials (e.g., Whitlow, 1975) . It is feasible that the OR is susceptible to such short-term dishabituation. If the recovery in the OR reported by Hall and Schachtman (1987) is both slight and transient, then their measure of associability might not have been sufficiently sensitive to detect this modest change in attention.
Despite these reservations, the studies just mentioned are important because they suggest that factors other than the predictive accuracy of a stimulus can affect both its associability and the strength of the OR that it elicits. It is quite probable, then, that the attemional processes in animals are more complex than those implied by current theorists (Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980) . Nonetheless, for the present it is reasonable to conclude that these processes influence in a similar way both the associability of a stimulus and the strength of the OR it elicits.
Finally, using training schedules similar to the ones employed here, we have found that autoshaped keypecking in pigeons is faster when the keylight is followed by stimuli that have different, rather than the same, temporal relations with food (Swan & Pearce, 1987) . We have argued that autoshaped keypecking comprises two responses-a conditioned response and an OR-and that differences in the strength of the latter were responsible for these findings. These results are entirely consistent with the ones presented here and thus extend the generality of our findings.
